ABST]~CTo Russian elliptic const~-uctions are exami.ned from the point of view of syn~ tactic analysiso Reciprocal elements in a co-ordi~Ltive elliptic sentence are exposed and possJ.ble types Of the:i/' similarJ.ty are explored. Linear formulae of el].ipsis for most textual cases az.e constl~cted ~md statistics oJ~ their use is discussed, As a re~ sult the main steps of ellipsis restoration algorit[bm are outlined, :[NTRODUCTIONo The investigations of e]_~ ].ipsis ({;apping) in natural language senten~ cos with st.~/ctural methods have been car.. tied on Tot more than 20 years, but a]go-. ribhms oil automatic restoration of omitted words either in coherent Russian texts or in sequence~ of Man~-Machine interac~ion replicas have not yet been proposed° The prob~ lem is stiil tepicalo Indeed, at an average each 7th entry in Great Soviet Encyclopedia and 25th abstract J.n a co,muCh Soviet abstract jo[,m.nal contain al; least one sentence e~ a folJo~i.ug kind: ~0 BOOM oTpaonsM 9HdIIM~ ~0 BTOpO~ -rL'0~EO ~0 x'y~aH~TapH~M Hay~aMo /The first database contains information on all knowledge field s~ the second one ~ only on the Eumanities./ Conversion of such a sentence to a for-, malized language, e,g.for automatic updating of lactograpkic databases~ without the ellipsi.,~ restoration is impossible. ~een-while ellipsis in R~ssiaa~ sci-tech -texts is very diversified and covers sxqV pa,'t of a sentence and most frequently the predicate with ad~iacent words° Earl~ Soviet works /Leontieva, ~965/, /Paduche'~a et al~ ,q97~/, /Korelskaya etal., ~97~/ had examined the phenomenon from the point of '~iew of synthesis. But when synthetic rules transform a non-empty entity to an empty one~ corresponding analytical rules are not their trivial reversion. We examine elliptic constructions in co~ordinative sen~, I;ences w:Lth orientation to analysis ~ ioeo to parsing algorit~u~s including restoration of omitted words° Several importa~t issues should be forced for our purpose~ 1) introducing the no= tion of :eeciprocal elements in non-omitted parts of elliptic sentences; 2) defining new types of s~agmata for restoration of semi~ destroyed links between words within the re~ ciprocals; ~) exploring possfble types of reciprocal similarity; ZlO describin~ co~-or~-. diz~tive sentences with minimal n~$er of elliptic transformation formulae; 5) collec-~ ring statistics of the formulae use~ which implies a search order of a specific formula for a given sentence° Thus a base for outli~d.r~ the aain steps of an ellipsis restoration algorithm is formed~ Co~-ordinative ellipsis includes co-~or-dina bive reduction as a subset. Two or more pln-ase segments co-ordinated in a single sentence have some identical parts not necessarily standing at [;he borders of the segments. ])'or economy's sake the natural ].ang~zage omits, wholly or partially, the re~ current part of a secment , ~s a rule, in the second or subsequelrb one. The omission may be carried, out according to the formula XQoY & X~Q Y* => XQ~Y ~ X ~ -Y*, where X and X" are u. p,.~ir of somewhat similar, but eom~ pare~&nd even oemantically opposed elemento referred to hereinafter as reciprocal; Y and. Y~ are :~nother such pair; the co--ordi~La-tire segments are XQ Z and X* -Y*. In ~Lus-sian writing ellipsi~ is often accOmpanied with a dash.
The colmnon feature of ellip~;io omissions is that a connected dependence tree for a sentence cannot be built without their re--storation. The parsing algoritbJn should i]akc into account and [~roperly distinguish the specific phenomena occurring in a given sentence~ e,g. ellipsis and zero copula going together° BASIC ASSUIAI~TIONS. We examined a co-ordinative ellipsis asslm~in~ the ±'ollowinc:
A context confined to a standalome el~ liptic sentence is sufficient for resto--r~tion.
An ellipsis in a sentence is explica~ ted. with a dash (along wi~h some implied in~ dications) ~ but omission may occur not where the dash is or not only-[;here. Comparative and other eo~stl~ctions without a dash have not been examined, but most of our sea-bements cover them, too.
Omitted parts, after restoration :~id, if necessary, morphological re-agreement, exactly restore the original mea3zing of a given sentence as a whole° Therefore recurrent parts in different segments have had exactly the soJae length, linear order, and lexical content before omission.
-i dependency tree was selected as a tool for description of links between wordfor~ns in a sentence, and the nature of the links corresponds to those suggested in "Meaning -Text" model /Mel'~ul, 1973/.
Co-ordinatively reduced, words should be restored, along with the ellipsis proper, where @his provides connectedness of a parse tree and saturation of obligatory valencies.
There exists an algorithm for syntactic analysis of Russian texts which can cope with parsing any ellipsis-free sentence. It can also parse, consistently and unambigq/-ously t the complete segments of an elliptic sentence and tie links, even a~bigucus, within word groul~ in incomplete segments preparing them as dis jolted "bushes" for a final parse tree° STATISTIC OBSERVATIONS° As many as 600 elliptic sentences were extracted from large (more than 1000 pages) corpus of texts in various fields and genres (abs~ tracts~ articles~ popular science books~ and brochures)o The material was arranged in a miz~imal number of elliptic formulae, A total of 2~ formulae was found, but only four of them exca~ed the ~+% threshold (see Table) .
In the Table the arrows show the direc~ tion of synbhesis~ Qo stands for an omitted part replaced with a dash; Q ~, Q~ are ad~ ditiorml omissions posoible ~6 th~ left a~.d to the right of the dash; P and P~ s~e op: tional segments (modifiers ~nd the'llike), not involved in the ellipsis° Available statistics permits to cone= lude.
-The most widely used formula (single omission between two reciprocals) has ex= ceeded the use total of all other formulae~ and four leading formulae together account for more than 80 per cent~ Number N~of reciprocal pairs and number N of o~issions in a sentence us,ally satisfy ~he formula I N~ ~ N~ I <= I, since reciprocals and omlssiofis ar~ commonly in~ terleaving each other, but it is possible to construct courtier-examples. Approximately four per cent of all cases did not fit into our formulae. Either a possible formula was too complex to be practical, or the shape of the sentence was dubious and even incorrect from the point of view of a human editor, ENCLOSING SYNTAGNATAo Before searching reciprocals it is necessary to establish syntactic links within word groups in an incomplete segment. The convenient tools for deseriblng these, links, the so-called syntagmata, are not 'always sufficient here~ see, e.g. the word combinations: odQd~eH ~ HNO 9EOHOM~qOCE~O/0T~O~BHblO Hp0HsB0~C TBOH~:. 
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pairs above are divided with slashos~ ~A connected nov_us (derived fz~om complst~ seg~-merits) 6u~e given in pa~:
